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Foreword

Much of the conversation around IPv6 has been based on the fear of IPv4 address exhaustion and the
impending collapse of the Internet if we don’t migrate. Customers will be unable to reach our sites
and we will simply disappear from the electronic world. Fear, however, is a poor motivator; it does
not build a business case.
The last IPv4 /8 range was allocated in June 2013. So many companies started asking questions:
“Should I move now? If I don’t will my costs go up? Will my web sites be disrupted? Are we ready to
make the move? Are our competitors moving over?” These are all valid questions.
It was also at this time that I was the Senior Product Marketing Manager for the Windows
Commercial Team. My focus was on readiness for IT professionals, and on delivering content via Th
Springboard Series on TechNet (windows.com/itpro) where there was a huge gap in user-friendly
content around learning and mastering IPv6. Hey, I have been in IT since 1998, and I am still terrified
of IPv4 subnetting, never mind doing it with IPv6!
It was at this time I reached out to Ed to leverage his IPv6 for Beginners decks and content, both
externally and on occasion internally. He had a great way of taking complex concepts and making
them easy enough for anyone to grasp and eventually master IPv6 networking.
I cannot recommend Ed’s book enough. After hours of struggling with IPv6 when I was younger,
would have killed to have a book this friendly and concise to help me along.
Have you been scratching your head wondering what this IPv6 thing is all about and how it might
impact you? Have you seen an IPv6 address and wondered, “How in the world do I subnet that?” Then
this is the book for you.
—Stephen L. Ros
Sr Product Marketing Manager - Windows- US M&O Microsof
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Introduction
The idea for this book came about after discussions with many IT professional colleagues in the
networking, systems, and developer communities. There was a lot of frustration with the IPv6
materials available being a bit biblical in size and breadth and therefore requiring a huge investment
of time. Specifically, I was asked time and again for a fast “get me up to speed quickly” guide. So,
here it is, my short list of what I think Microsoft Windows administrators need to know about IPv6
and how to get it operationally working in their environment quickly and in the best way. When you
need to learn more in-depth IPv6 material you can go pick one of the other books listed as additional
reference materials in Chapter 1.

Who should read this book
This book is ideal for those working with the Microsoft Windows operating systems (OS). It is
designed for Microsoft Windows administrators but can be useful for those who do architecture of
Windows solutions, developers, network engineers, and storage administrators too. Basically, if you
work with Windows this book should be useful to you.

What you should know before reading this book

I assume the reader has a working knowledge of IPv4 and the Microsoft Windows OS, both client and
server. There is no assumed previous knowledge of IPv6. The reader should be comfortable doing
IPv4 subnetting, building DNS (Domain Name System) forward and reverse entries, knowing how to
build a DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) scope with options, and knowing how basic
routing works. You should also be familiar with netsh, AD (Active Directory), Group Policy, and
PowerShell.

How to read this book

I know it might seem odd to tell people how to read a book, but in this case I want to be clear what I
was trying to do while writing the book. I want the reader to feel comfortable opening the book and
just using part(s) of it. I want it to be practical, so you might use some of the PowerShell examples to
get one aspect of your job done and set the book aside or hand it off to a colleague for some other
purpose. The goal is not to have a book you will sit down and read cover to cover and put up on a
shelf. You can certainly do that, but it wasn’t designed that way. I try to provide cross-references in
the book for you when possible and I try and give you the RFCs too so you don’t spend forever trying
to look for things.
I hope the book ends up with sticky notes all inside it marking pages of interest plus scribbled

notes and comments in the margins. The book should have a broken spine with coffee rings from late
night lab hacking and perhaps a pizza stain or two. I really hope it is one of the go to books that you
keep on your desk and not the bookshelf of “knowledge” where big volumes go to die. I will tell you
now, the book has errors, and every technical book does. By the time this book goes to print I am sure
something in IPv6 will have changed and something I wrote about is either incorrect or no longer bes
practice. It happens.

Why you should read this book

I really believe that IPv6 is one of the keystone technologies that will be the foundation of the next
generation of the Internet. Not knowing it will hurt your career. Maybe not today and maybe not
tomorrow but eventually, if you try too long to avoid it, it will hurt you not to know it. This book
allows those who already know Windows well to jump into using IPv6 without a lot of pain (I hope)
and to leverage all the skills they already have with running production Windows environments. Wha
is important is I am getting you jump-started on your journey with IPv6. Even if you only build an
IPv6 lab you are better off and you can answer those IPv6 questions on the Microsoft or Cisco exams
too perhaps.
Finally, if you design or architect Microsoft solutions I hope Chapter 4 gives you some of the bes
practice recommendations that you can leverage in your discussions with colleagues. Remember,
these are not hard and fast rules and if your design calls for doing something else that is fine. The goa
was to give guidance for those who don’t have any operational experience with IPv6 in their
environment.

Disclaimers and Support

While I have put effort into the example netsh scripts and PowerShell to make sure they are accurate
do not recommend executing them against your production network. Please make sure to build a lab o
test environment and use that to validate everything you plan to do with IPv6. Test and then test again

Errata
Any errors and omissions are not intentional. Please provide feedback and corrections to
ed@howfunky.com and I will do my best to get future content updated.

CHAPTER 1

IPv6 the Big Picture

This chapter is an overview of the “Big Picture” of where IPv6 is at now. Its goal is to bring you up to
speed on the current status of IPv6; it is not a rehash of all the old iterations IPv6 has gone through.
Additionally, it will provide a very short summary of why IPv6 is important to Microsoft.
I feel it is important to have some background and framework of IPv6 before you dive into the
inner workings of IPv6 on Windows. I feel this way because the most common questions I get asked
about IPv6 are rarely technical ones. The questions are typically around the big picture such as “Why
IPv6 now?” and “Why do we have to do all this work to support IPv6?” or “What business driver can
use to sell management on deploying IPv6?” and not “What PowerShell cmdlets do I use to disable
Teredo?” Clearly, depending on your knowledge level, discipline, and practice area this chapter may
or may not be as useful for you, but I still think if you are considering deploying IPv6 in your
Windows environment it is worth the time to read. So let’s jump right in and talk about what is
happening with IPv6 right now.

IPv6 Now

For many involved in information technology (IT) the evolution of the Internet and its associated
technologies are easy enough to learn (Wikipedia and other resources are available online), so I will
skip over the history of IPv6 and provide a more current snapshot of what is happening now and how
impacts Microsoft Windows and the Internet at large.
The current general consensus is that IPv6 adoption has been slow in most of the world due to a
fundamental lack of a financial business driver forcing IT to adopt it. Overall, the global statistics for
IPv6 adoption in 2013 are deplorably low (when measured against IPv4). While many large Internet
companies such as Google, Yahoo!, Facebook, Comcast, Akamai, Microsoft, and others have actively
attempted to drive adoption, the penetration of IPv6 for end users has been pathetically small with a
few exceptions in Europe.
Granted, IPv6 has a bit of a chicken-and-egg problem. No customers will use IPv6 if their service
provider does not make it available and no service provider is willing to invest to expand IPv6 on its
network (as it is an expense) if the customer is not asking for that service. Something needs to happen
to break this stalemate. The good news is that it finally appears to be happening.

Market Drivers

There have been a few market drivers that have been changing the landscape as of late. Specifically
they are
Depletion of address space
Support in major operating systems
Rise of cloud-based computing
Ubiquity of mobile computing
Access to reference materials
The subsections to follow describe each of these drivers in more detail.

Depletion of Address Space

Far more devices are being connected to the Internet than were ever envisioned when IPv4 addressing
was conceived. Everything from cars to refrigerators to phones is being connected. As a result, we are
facing
The global depletion of IPv4 address allocations by the Internet Assigned Numbers
Authority (IANA). IANA maintains the global pool of available IPv4 addresses, and
that pool is now completely allocated.
The global depletion of IPv4 address allocations in APNIC (the first regional Internet
registry to run out).
The global depletion of IPv4 address allocations in RIPE (the second regional
Internet registry to run out).
The coming depletion of IPv4 address allocations in ARIN (forecasted to happen in
January 2014).
Note You can view a projection of when IPv4 addresses are expected to run out. Just visit
http://www.potaroo.net/tools/ipv4/index.html.

The impact of the depletion event is that the first Regional Internet Registry (RIR) to run out
influences everyone else. The combined RIRs have effectively run out of IPv4 address space, and can
really only give out IPv6 addresses. Their ability to give out only IPv6 addresses means that you will
be seeing a more rapid adoption rate of IPv6 in that geography. As a result, if you want to continue
doing business with entities in that geography, you also have to run IPv6. This means that businesses
in other regions will start asking for IPv6 address blocks, so that they are able to communicate with
those that have only IPv6 available to them.
For example, if you are trying to partner with a business or even market to a customer base in
APNIC (which covers all of Asia plus Australia and New Zealand) and you do not have an IPv6
presence, you are likely missing a certain population in that market. Additionally, that market of user
will only grow over time.

Even if all of those customers had a transition solution to connect to you via IPv4 do you really
want some other company proxying your relationship? Do you trust the Internet service provider (ISP
(either in that region or closer to you) to do the right thing? Perhaps the ISP decides that because thes
translation services cost a lot of money to maintain it will inject advertisements in your web content
to offset that cost or have another method to compensate for its operational cost to provide that
service.
You can simply avoid all of that by obtaining your own IPv6 address space or setting up your
services on dual-stacked servers to have a direct relationship with your partners and potential
customers. From a business perspective it just makes sense.

Support in Major Operating Systems
All major operating system (OS) manufacturers have managed to implement IPv6 into their OS. Not
only do they support IPv6, but that support is on by default. This means that for most people IPv6 is
possible to use with any modern OS. Indeed, IPv6 support can be found in the following:
Microsoft Windows since Windows Vista (January 30, 2007) and Server 2008
(February 4, 2008)
Apple OS X since 10.2 Jaguar (May 2002). The caveat here is that OS X has had
variable behavior until 10.6.7 Snow Leopard
Linux since kernel 2.6.12 (2005)

Windows XP did NOT have IPv6 on by default. XP required IPv6 support to be installed by the
end user, so I don’t consider it a valid OS for IPv6 by default. However, XP is not really an issue. The
pending end of support on April 8, 2014, ensures that companies will be moving to Windows 8 or 8.1
for their client deployments anyway.
For reference, a current comparison of IPv6 support across OSs can be found at
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_IPv6_support_in_operating_
There is also good information about IPv6 deployment at the following URL:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IPv6_deployment.
The bottom line is that IPv6 is supported by current iterations of all the widely used OSs. Not onl
is IPv6 supported, but that support tends to be enabled by default. In the case of Windows, IPv6 is, fo
the most part, preferred and it is enabled by default. Understanding how IPv6 interacts with Windows
and your network will be an important skill to master.

Rise of Cloud-Based Computing
When considering cloud solutions, IPv6 is important as it solves some key constraints that many
service providers have today. Some items to consider around IPv6 and the cloud are the following:
Rapid adoption of cloud services brings the expectation that they will be able to
accommodate large scalable workloads and be elastic in capabilities.
Amazon.com provides public IPv6 support with their Elastic Load Balancer (ELB)

service that points to IPv4 resources running on Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2)
servers. My understanding is that Amazon.com currently provides limited IPv6
support on internal cloud infrastructure.
See: http://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whatsnew/2011/05/24/elb-ipv6-zoneapex-securitygroups/
Azure supports IPv6 within its cloud offering (with future external IPv6 support
planned).
Many virtualized networking software solutions support IPv6 but might have limited
functionality at this point.
All major networking hardware manufacturers have support for IPv6.
All major OS and Hypervisor manufacturers have support for IPv6.
All major cloud management platforms have or soon will have IPv6 support in some
fashion.

When you think about the impact that cloud services are having on the industry today, it is easy to
see why IPv6 will become an important factor. IPv6 allows for building elastic and scalable
infrastructure without the constraints or problems of managing Network Address Translation (NAT)
and Internet protocol (IP) address range conflicts. While it will take a while for IPv6 support to be
pushed to all cloud platforms, it logically makes sense to have IPv6 as a key foundation for cloud
functions. Just imagine having as many IP addresses as you want for your infrastructure, and that the
are globally unique! No more conflicts, no more managing overlapping address spaces, no concerns
about number of hosts in a subnet, because the number you can have is effectively limitless.

Ubiquity of Mobile Computing

The rapid expansion of mobile handsets along with 3G and 4G cellular capabilities being able to
provide increasingly faster and faster data speeds has led to an explosion in IP address requirements
for mobile operators. In fact, the LTE specification that Verizon adopted for its 4G services
deployment requires IPv6. Many other service providers have done similar IPv6 specification
requirements. At this point, it just makes sense to utilize IPv6, as it is the ONLY way to address the
huge adoption rate of smartphones, mobile hotspots, and embedded 4G devices that are flooding the
market.
Mobile solutions also have the opportunity to leverage Mobile IPv6 if desired by the mobile
provider. While Microsoft Windows does not support Mobile IPv6, it does not mean that other device
won't. At this point, I do not think Microsoft will do any development on Mobile IPv6, because no
other mobile OS is going in that direction. There just is not enough incentive to invest to make Mobil
IPv6 happen at this point.
Note If you are interested in learning more about Mobile IPv6, please see Understanding IPv6,
Third Edition by Joseph Davies (Microsoft Press, 2012) or IPv6 Essentials, Second Edition by Silvia
Hagen (O’Reilly Media, 2006).
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download Crossings
read online The Wolf: A Novel pdf, azw (kindle), epub
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